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Abstract 
The global mobility industry has been undergoing a genera@onal shiF for the past five to ten 

years with new genera@ons of industry professionals taking responsibility for founder managed 
companies. In this case study, I will explore the themes of succession and some of the unique 

aspects of it as they pertain to the reloca@on and global mobility industry. 
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Introduc&on 

Finland Reloca&on Services (FRS), founded in 1994, is amongst the first professional global mobility, reloca&on, 

and immigra&on service provider in the Nordics and the first in Finland. The company’s founder, Marjo 

Lautjärvi, launched the company based on her personal experience reloca&ng with her family to Denmark and 

returning to Finland.  

In the early ‘90’s, Finland was westernizing, joining the European Union, and looking to the open markets to 

find interna&onal talent. Marjo established the company when she recognized a need. Companies needed an 

easier way to integrate interna&onal talent in Finland. 

My experiences with FRS begun as a child, accompanying Marjo on my first assignee mee&ng when I was only 

five years old. Talk of the company and business was oVen a dinner table subject, and although my 

understanding of the industry developed later, I had the pleasure of befriending the same-age children of our 

assignees. This, I believe, gave me a concrete founda&on to build an understanding of the business, namely 

what we did, as well as the experiences and needs of interna&onal talent. As I grew older and matured, I begun 

to comprehend more the value of mobility services from a business perspec&ve, which allowed me to take on a 

more commercial role in the company in marke&ng and sales roles. 

As the Chief Commercial Officer for FRS my responsibili&es include the day-to-day sales and commercial 

opera&ons as well as extending to public representa&on in the media, marke&ng ini&a&ves, EuRA Global 

Quality Seal ma\ers and also managing our interna&onal partner networks and other key local stakeholder 

groups. Addi&onally, IT related ma\ers have oVen been allocated to me, both in my current and past posi&ons. 

Finland Reloca&on Services originally had a loose organiza&on.  The founder and employees were involved with 

every aspect of global mobility, from immigra&on to des&na&on services. This gave us a strong founda&on with 

the founders and employees sharing a tremendous body of knowledge, the legacy of which con&nues today.  

Due to the rise of interna&onal mobility, FRS has grown. We have 3 opera&onal teams overseen by the 

management team. The current organiza&on makes it is possible to onboard new employees faster, manage 

workloads be\er, and make the organiza&on more robust. There is less reliance on a single individual. This last 

one has proven to be valuable in genera&onal handover of the company’s opera&ons from the founders to the 

new management. 

FRS has undergone a genera&onal handover in the past year. Our approach was planned aVer trying other ways 

to lead the company. For example, the management team hired a CEO from another industry to run FRS. This 

proved to be an unworkable solu&on. It ul&mately lead to a sale of the majority of FRS shares to the Finnish 

work-life group Barona in a mutually beneficial match. The Lautjärvi family remains as minority shareholders 

and I moved on to head the commercial ac&vi&es as CCO.  Our new CEO come from within Barona. 

This case study will first explore the reasons why I found it a worthwhile addi&on to our industry’s body of 

knowledge, followed by a literature review to build the theore&cal framework to analyze the theory and 

prac&ces of genera&onal transi&on in primarily family owned businesses. I will also explore some of the 
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strategies businesses may employ to overcome threats and seize opportuni&es inherent in such situa&ons. 

Finally, I will take a look at how these were present and u&lized and as basis for our decisions at FRS when we 

prepared for, planned, and ul&mately executed our own genera&onal handover. 

Purpose of case study  

The purpose of this study is to examine the genera&onal shiV occurring in the reloca&on/global mobility 

industry. More specifically it will look at: 

1. how the next genera&on of owners and managers are con&nuing the legacy of the founders and  

2. taking the industry in a new modern direc&on.  

My goal is to provide useful tools and findings to owner/founder-managed companies considering leaving the 

role of CEO and passing the posi&on of general manager/CEO to a someone new. 

There are two primary pathways:  

1. intra-family succession or  

2. company sale, either a complete or par&al sale, to external shareholders.  

FRS has experience from several perspec&ves, including external hired CEOs to limited success. The financial 

considera&ons of family-owned business successions in Finland are also sub-op&mal. Thus, partnering with a 

known en&ty that could support us and our people and for whom we could provide great value for in return 

was deemed the best op&on. As different companies, families, countries and tax codes vary greatly, these 

considera&ons will be kept outside the scope of this study, but need to be considered by any business that is 

looking to undergo a genera&onal handover. Financial analysis for the op&mal outcome for the owners should 

be of paramount importance to the family members. For a similar reason, it can also be considered beneficial 

to entertain an offer of acquisi&on, as this will force you to look at your business through a new perspec&ve. 

This allows you to more clearly understand what is of value and what is not, and what your strengths are 

versus your weaknesses. 

One of the common threads of founder-managed reloca&on service providers seems to be the personal 

experience of the founder as an expat. A personal connec&on to the work and experience with interna&onal 

professional mobility in an age where reloca&on services were not as readily available nor as professionally 

mature as they are today. The majority of na&onal reloca&on companies started in the 1980s and to this date 

are not very large with most having fewer than ten employees (Geneva Business News, 2010). 

In order to gain a broader perspec&ve, several interviews were conducted with reloca&on companies that have 

undergone a genera&onal handover process or are in the process of doing so. These represented des&na&on 

service providers from several different countries with approximately 30-40 years in the business who are 

members of the European Reloca&on Associa&on (EuRA) to ensure that professional organiza&ons and 

approaches are highlighted. The informa&on gained through these interviews was representa&ve of successful 
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transi&ons as each has begun or undergone the transi&on several years before, thus giving ample &me for 

issues to have arisen. However, the selec&on does not account for lessons that could be gained from 

interviewing or examining failed or problema&c transi&ons. Finding willing interviewees to share their 

experiences in failed transi&ons would likely prove enlightening and add to the findings, but iden&fying 

situa&ons where the failure is caused by a mismanaged genera&onal handover as opposed to other factors may 

be challenging. Furthermore, people may not be as willing to share their failures as they are their successes, 

thus finding a representa&ve sample might also prove a challenge to overcome. Therefore, these nega&ve 

experiences are not present in this case study, however may likely prove valuable for future research into the 

subject. 

Theore&cal frameworks 

A genera&onal shiV will bring about the transforma&on of the business model on the premises of changed 

organiza&on ownership, processes, systems, and culture. Even in the reloca&on industry where genera&onal 

handover oVen occurs from the founder (parent) to the next genera&on (child) who has been in the industry 

for a long &me, the unique personality and interests of the new owner/manager will have an impact on the 

established ways of doing things. Family-owned businesses make up approximately 80-98% of all businesses 

globally (Miller, 2014). Out of this, only close to 30% survive from the first genera&on of family-owned to the 

second genera&on, an es&mated 12% survive to the third genera&on, and an es&mated 4% survive to the 

fourth genera&on (Miller, 2014). Wessels (2022) cites that only less than a third of family-owned businesses 

make it to the first-genera&on transi&on from the founding fathers, and approximately 10% survive beyond the 

first genera&on (Wessels, 2022). 

One key factor that hinders the genera&onal shiV is the ownership structure that acts as a stumbling block in 

business governance. The second factor outlined is a lack of a transparent governance model that reveals the 

family rela&onships within the business context, par&cularly if the founder finds it difficult to distance 

themselves from the business. Thirdly, though not found in the interviews conducted, is inadequate support 

and a lack of shared vision among the managers and senior family members to cri&cally guide the business’s 

short- and long-term goals (Lorenzo-Gómez, 2020). Fourthly, family roles in the business are unclear on areas 

of responsibility and their exper&se and knowledge in that field. And lastly, a lack of proper implementa&on 

plan for the genera&onal shiV. 

A key challenge in the genera&onal shiV is transforming the company family culture (Miller, 2014). Notably, a 

private SME company is typically characterized by ownership by a single owner, the founder. Genera&onal shiV 

may seek to transform ownership into a family company with shareholders, and the management changes 

from the sole owner to have an organiza&on with different leaders with divergent ambi&ons. This shiVs the 

company’s focus from the personal assets of the business to the value the company is bringing to its internal 

and external stakeholders. Thus, in general, the culture shiVs from the tradi&onal culture, that is a culture 

primarily established by, influenced and focused around the personality, values, and vision of the founder, to 

an evolved and modern culture with a mul&plicity and diversity of views. This difference will be highlighted if 
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there are significant differences in the experiences or for example educa&on of the founder and the new 

management, as theories of corporate culture, business communica&on, and expecta&ons of younger 

genera&ons tend to also evolve as &me passes and academic understanding as well as working prac&ces and 

familiar tools change. This in turn in part shapes each genera&on’s views and prac&ces, leading to an ever-

evolving workplace. Therefore, what can be considered modern today, will become tradi&onal in the future, to 

be again reshaped by a new genera&on. 

Thus in cases where no new external shareholders are brought in, as is the case in several of the interviewed 

companies, the focus of the company may s&ll shiV as the next genera&on of owners and managers, even from 

within the family, may have their own interests and vision for the future.  

Barriers to Transi&on 

Notably, family businesses have been said to face unique challenges, precisely when it comes to succession. 

Failure in a genera&onal shiV can be a\ributed to a lack of a clear succession plan. A PWC 2016 report on 

Global Family Business focusing on Canadian family-owned businesses cited that most companies lack a clear 

and ar&culated ac&on plan for daily opera&ons and long-term vision (ALL Strategy, 2021). The study further 

asserts that succession plans in family-owned businesses merely exist or exist informally. To further support the 

lack of a proper succession plan in place, a report by Deloi\e Family Business in 2014 sought to study 120 

family-owned businesses of Canadian origin. The survey unraveled that approximately half of the businesses 

surveyed had informal succession plans. Addi&onally, nearly 33% had no succession plan in place, while only 

around 13% of the companies surveyed formally had a designated CEO successor (ALL Strategy, 2021). This was 

supported by the interviews conducted, where all succession plans were either fully or mostly informal. 

Moreover, the survival rate of family-owned companies has greatly been based on the founder’s legacy (Ahn,  

2018). This indicates that in the event of un&mely death or incapacita&on of the founder, 80% of family-owned 

businesses are not adequately prepared for the transi&on and genera&onal shiV. An aspect that significantly 

impacts the longevity of the family-owned business to preceding genera&ons. Thus, in a successful family-

owned enterprise, the role of the founder and impact is felt long aVer their departure. 

The Transi&on Influencers 

The tradi&onal family-owned reloca&on business is typically owned and run by the founder and owner for 

many years and even decades, meaning decisions are and have been in the hands of one cri&cal single person. 

As the transi&on occurs from the founder to another genera&on, structures and processes change. This could 

be due to the silent knowledge and personal rela&onships being distanced from the day-to-day opera&ons 

even if ownership remains in the family, or due to more decision makers coming on board as ownership shiVs 

from a single owner to shareholders. The posi&ve and nega&ve outcomes depend on having the right people 

on board, requiring buy-in from both internal and external stakeholders. Therefore, this requires the family 

members and management to demonstrate professionalism to guarantee the sustainability and profitability of 

the business (Moreno-Gené & Gallizo, 2021). The below ques&ons determine whether the genera&onal shiV is 

successful: 
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• Do upcoming genera&ons share in the founders’ vision, values, goals, and passion? 

o The genera&ons that take over leadership of a family-owned business to ensure con&nuity 

must share in the founder’s vision and goals and possess the passion and zeal to lead the 

en&ty in the desired direc&on. If the leaders go contrary to the founder’s vision and goals, 

conflict may emerge, change of direc&on and the likelihood of failure is imminent (Ahn,  

2018). This applies for companies that are successful at the &me the genera&onal shiV, 

naturally the opposite applies for companies that are struggling and need to be revitalized. 

• Is a clear succession plan in place to guide the transi&on from one genera&on to the next? 

o A clearly ar&culated succession plan ensures the right person takes the leadership mandate, 

spearheading the business to the next level. A lack of a succession plan provides grey areas 

where in the event the founder has leV, and there is a person on standby to take up 

leadership, preven&ng a stalemate.  

Strategies for Next genera&on of Owners and Managers Con&nue the Legacy of the 

Founders 

The genera&onal shiV in a business environment is not a one-day event, and the interviewees emphasized that 

the success to their handovers were due to slow and well managed process. The predecessor and successor 

have to develop a rela&onship and meaningful reciprocal interac&on (Kaunda & Nkhoma, 2013). This 

rela&onship will help the predecessor successfully transfer leadership values and managerial skills to the 

successor (Kaunda & Nkhoma, 2013) which was supported in the interviews conducted. Thus, the predecessor 

has to plan the transfer in advance to secure the legacy of the business and reduce poten&al conflicts regarding 

values and crea&ve differences. This was largely perceived to have been well conducted by the successor 

genera&on interviewed. In the reloca&on industry many founders have established their companies based on 

personal experience. A successor should thus be encouraged to seek similar interna&onal experiences in order 

to build a shared understanding of the industry. In addi&on, business knowledge is also required to manage 

and lead a company, therefore the development of management and other business skills should be 

encouraged. These were judged to have been adequately done by the interviewees. 

Essen&ally, genera&onal shiV presents unique problems, such as differences in genera&onal views, based on 

the family setup of the business. Addi&onally, the business faces compe&&on from emerging businesses. In 

order to overcome these problems, the new genera&on has to employ many innova&ve strategies and 

technology to overcome market challenges and compe&&on (Moreno-Gené & Gallizo, 2021). Thus, for the 

founders’ legacy to con&nue into the next genera&on, there is a need to have a proac&ve path of a 

genera&onal shiV. In this case, the genera&onal shiV needs to be prepared and an&cipated early enough if 

proper succession is to occur. The different genera&ons’ priori&es must align to ensure the transi&on is a 

success (Esposito & Mirone, 2019). Therefore, the successful con&nua&on of the founder’s legacy calls for an 

agreement outlining what family members are responsible for what ac&vi&es. The roles of leadership and 
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unique traits held by the family members must jus&fy the posi&ons they will have. At its core, a genera&onal 

shiV is a change process (Esposito & Mirone, 2019). Like any other form of change, it needs to be undertaken 

through a typical change management process. The shiV encompasses change in opera&ons, design, injec&on 

of new resources, skills, exper&se, a culture change, and incorpora&on of a con&nuous improvement process, 

all of which need to be taken through the change management process. 

Common Problems and Opportuni&es in Genera&onal ShiV 

The genera&onal shiV brings both a host of opportuni&es and problems on the one hand. A significant 

opportunity in the business comes with a culture change—the transforma&on from the old culture to a new 

modernized one, incorpora&ng technology and digi&za&on as well as a contemporary mindset based on 

educa&on and genera&onal experiences and values. The new genera&on has to employ innova&ve ideas and 

new technologies to overcome s&ff compe&&on in the market (Moreno-Gené & Gallizo, 2021). Family-owned 

companies that have embraced technology have had the opportunity to transform their businesses by 

implemen&ng be\er systems that improve work processes. It is also important to note the role of the 

founder’s legacy. A posi&ve legacy translates to a loyal customer base hence the genera&on that takes over has 

an easy way of enlarging the customer base. Most businesses thrive on the goodwill of the founders long aVer 

they are gone. Furthermore, family-owned businesses with a considerable capital base have higher survival 

rate opportuni&es. The opportuni&es notwithstanding, the flip side of the coin presents the problems 

encountered by the family-owned business during the genera&onal shiV. Change of leadership essen&ally from 

one genera&on to another is a significant challenge, especially when new leadership does not echo the 

founder’s values, vision, and goals; fric&on is bound to exist. A lack of cohesion between one genera&on and 

the other may bring clashing goals and conflict, which may affect the business nega&vely. It is also important 

for the successor to be introduced to clients and partners well ahead of the final handover and to be enabled 

to form their own rela&onships with them in order to not only carry on the legacy of the founder, but add to it. 

In an industry as strongly built on trust and rela&onships as the global mobility industry is, this is vital. 

Analysis of the Theory and Future Implica&ons 

From this analysis, we can see that although the genera&onal shiV has been studied in general, an industry-

level study can be conducted to explore further genera&onal shiVs in the reloca&on industry, as these are likely 

to occur in the DSP field in the coming years and not necessarily only family-owned businesses. More data 

linking the threat posed by lack of a shared vision between one genera&on and another, lack of succession 

plan, and founder’s legacy will be required to fill in exis&ng gaps. Addi&onally, the experiences in the following 

years of businesses in the industry that have gone through this process need to be analyzed. Informa&on 

gathered from further research will guide genera&onal business shiVs and facilitate a smooth transi&on, adding 

to the overall success and health of the industry as a whole. The aspect of passing on the baton from one 

genera&on to another notwithstanding, a genera&onal shiV can be viewed from the lens of the phase of one 

genera&on at the workplace to another. From a broader perspec&ve, genera&onal shiV research needs to focus 

on studying the shiV through the lens of the genera&ons in the workforce today. In this regard, the 
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genera&onal shiV cannot be minimized to focus on the founder-first genera&on narra&ve, but a more 

comprehensive perspec&ve must be explored to address the issue of genera&onal shiV fully. 

Applica&on of Theory to FRS Business Prac&ce 
Many of the above explored factors, such as the need to invest in technology, familiarity of the successor to 

clients, and especially cohesion of values and goals, have been present or at least considered at FRS when we 

undertook the project. We had a few false starts, external CEOs who’s values and drive did not match the 

founding family for example, but once the decision had been made for the best path in our situa&on, which 

may be challenging to apply to other companies. This mainly due to factors such as different tax systems, the 

process was rela&vely straight forward. The first goal was to iden&fy the poten&al partners in the market by 

mapping companies with converging interests or complimentary service offerings, as well as the healthy 

finances to conduct the acquisi&on. The next step was to narrow that selec&on based on criteria we held 

important. Compa&ble values, a drive to grow and make a posi&ve impact, care towards employees, and 

financial capability as well as the ability to support FRS and to have a porqolio for us to fit in, were some of the 

key factors we looked for and considered carefully. 

Part of the genera&onal handover was the understanding that the first genera&on were to step back and move 

on to new things. This was successfully done, and many of the challenges related to founders lingering in the 

background, such as confusion of authority and percep&on of trust in the new leadership, were successfully 

managed through a six-month handover period. They mentored and prepared the new management, myself 

and our upcoming CEO, to take over more responsibili&es and move the business forward. This also allowed for 

the company culture to be introduced to our new incoming staff and other stakeholders on the parent 

company side through a healthy dialogue and briefings on industry and market events, staff introduc&ons, 

historical rela&onships with partners and among other ma\ers. 

As my role prior to the genera&onal handover was already strongly in the sales and commercial side, the 

everyday changes were a ma\er of scale, rather than scope. However, there certainly were new areas of 

responsibility as well, par&cularly in the strategic management of the business. The first among them occurred 

before the sale itself, as the nego&a&ons and background work rela&ng to it were certainly en&rely new 

experiences for me, and therefore very enlightening. I feel like I was able to bring in the perspec&ve of the next 

genera&on, fortunate to have it tempered by the founders’ life and business experience. It worked well as a 

balance, and perhaps due to the family business having always been a major part of my life, both personal and 

professional, the required rela&onship described by Kaunda & Nkhoma (2013) had been formed years prior to 

this event. This perhaps more than anything allowed us to work so well together in an otherwise stressful 

situa&on and bring about a true success story in business con&nuity. 

That’s not to say there haven’t been challenges to overcome. The company culture at FRS was and remains 

very strong and has been influenced by the founder’s personality and drive, as well as the personal and 

professional experiences of our staff, many of whom have been with us for seven, twelve, even sixteen years. 

In such an environment, new leadership needs to adapt as well, especially when the leadership comes from the 
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outside. It’s a truism that culture eats strategy for breakfast, and there may be some wisdom in that. The six-

month transi&on period certainly helped to introduce the new management and some new concepts to the 

staff, but it wasn’t un&l this year aVer the transi&on period, that an amalgam of FRS and Barona cultures truly 

began to emerge in a construc&ve manner. It has been a part of my role to facilitate this, as is oVen the case 

when old and new ways do not perfectly align, there have been some minor conflict that has required 

resolu&on when priori&es clash, for example. 

In this area, my prac&ce and priori&es in my role have also changed rapidly in the past year and a half. Financial 

interests aside, the amount of work done by founders and the drive and zeal they usually put into their works is 

truly seen and appreciated only aVer that input is gone. Therefore, one key finding and learning that I have 

taken from this is the need for priori&za&on of tasks, I live and die by the Eisenhower principle now by dividing 

tasks into four categories based on whether they are urgent or not urgent and important or not important and 

ac&ng accordingly (MindTools), and proper staff resourcing. Many of the tasks that are the most enjoyable or 

the most emo&onally draining can be conducted around a dinner table on a Sunday in a family-owned 

business, whereas this is not possible or is challenging to arrange in a more corporate environment, which 

tends to cause scheduling challenges as well as taking up &me from other important tasks during the day. 

Addi&onally, although the coopera&on and spirit between the new management is excellent, it takes &me for 

the professional rela&onship to mature to comparable levels as it was before between working family 

members. This also matches the research, both with internal and external stakeholders. However, I feel that 

having been a part of the company for as long as I have, officially in various terms since 2005 and unofficially 

since I was five, and having long standing rela&ons with our partners as well has made it significantly easier for 

the company to con&nue the founders’ legacy and, indeed, to add to it. 
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Conclusion 
As the subject of the case study is increasingly &mely in our industry, understanding the theory of founder 

succession and genera&onal shiV is important. There are numerous examples of it being conducted poorly, but 

also some notable success stories, of which I am proud to consider being a part of one. For the most part, I 

concur with the findings and the theory and I find the single most important challenge to overcome being the 

need to match the drive, goals, and values between the founder and the successor. It is going to be challenging 

to find perfect cohesion, but as close a match as possible will both support the business and assure the 

employees that the transi&on will be harmonious.  

That being said, theory is only a model of reality and with many factors playing into each situa&on, they should 

be studied with a cri&cal perspec&ve and factors that are not applicable in one’s own surroundings should be 

discarded if necessary, rather than taken as granted or universal. 

It is possible to have levels of success and studying the most successful cases in literature may yield more 

informa&on on succession planning and genera&onal handover, even full divestment, than others. This is by no 

means the only considera&on however, nor should it be, as companies and founders can be considered to carry 

a responsibility, a legacy, towards other stakeholder groups as well, such as employees, partners, and clients. 

By considering these all and balancing them responsibly, it is possible to provide the overall op&mal outcome 

with long-term financial benefits for the founding family as well. 
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